
Dear Harvest Partner,

Let us take a look at the events occurring now from Jan. 1, 2021: Mob violence attacking the
Capitol Building of the United States. Law enforcement knew of the coming event long before it
happened. A group of radicals infiltrated the peaceful group and incited the most dangerous event in
modern history causing new laws to be implemented and disallowing free speech. All of the digital tech
companies have pulled the plug on freedom of speech. As George Washington said, without freedom of
speech, freedom will not exist. Already the Constitution of the U.S. is under attack. The rights of free
people to speak without consequences is gone. Due to the virus pandemic it has created a financial
holocaust! The coming inflation will be so severe on this earth and will be approaching the time that
the price of food will become the ultimate weapon. Already it is recognized that droughts are creeping
across our nation.  The U.S. is a major source of world food supply. – One other note: The first of two
asteroids larger than three times the size of the Great Pyramid flew past Earth on Jan. 23 rd and Jan.
25th. And also we have the planetary line up coming on Feb. 10 th. – Let us see what Brother Neal
Frisby had to say about coming events at the end.

“The Bible has much to say about the coming economic turmoil, and the gospel would not be
complete without an important warning! We are now entering the inflationary crises that I spoke about
to come. Inflationary and depressionary measures will come at the same time until it crashes!” It may be
in the manner of an overnight devaluation price crash! But the dollar will have lost most of its value, and
the high mortgages will be impossible to pay off! Then will come the new system leading to the anti -
Christ that we spoke of!” (James 5 – Rev. 3:10, etc.) Finally consolidating into Rev. 13:16-18!

Let’s quote from national economic observers and researchers of late and see what they have to
say! Quote: “Each inflationary recession will be more devastating than the last!” – “And finally we are
expecting runaway inflation!” – “Despite the government propaganda the dollar is worth less and is still
declining!” “We think the world is headed for inflation of monumental proportion, and eventually a
massive depression!” End quote. “Then new money and system will have to appear as we noted
above!” (Let’s do what we can for Jesus while there is still value left!)

I wrote about dramatic occurrences, crises, immoral perversion, also staggering turnabouts in the
weather patterns and that it would be out of order more than ever before! Also around the world as
the age closes out, you’ll probably see on the weather charts in the news, there’ll be a tremendous
amount of rain in some areas of the world! Then in other parts of the world, complete drought, as we’ve
never had before! So therefore they will have floods and then they will have droughts! But nothing will
come at the right time, until finally there will be too much water and then there won’t be enough water!

“Here’s more concerning the prophetic vision, the intensification of 4 elements, symbolizing
major upheavals and weather plights ahead! First element, the intensification of water, and we
witnessed this is storms, weather, etc. – Then the element of air. Giant tornadoes and great wind
storms, etc. – Then the earth element, the giant earthquakes, etc. Fourth element of fire! Major
droughts in different parts of the world and all of the above are occurring before our eyes!” Now is
the time to stay in God’s presence for His outpouring. The future is not very bright for the world, but it
is a joyful time for the Elect!” End quote.

This month I am releasing a wonderful New Book with two sermons in it called “Satan’s A-1 Tool”
and “Be Aware” You don’t want to miss it! Also a DVD, “Digging and Planting.” – There is no better
time to plant a seed of faith by supporting this important message. I know the Lord will truly bless and
prosper His people as the age is ending in these trying times. I will be remembering you in prayer.

Your Brother in Christ,
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All three CD’s ($15.00 donation)                     DVD release: “Digging and Planting”
“Cry Out and Prepare” Also available: “The Truth and the Light”
“Great, Amazing, Glorious Rewards” ($20.00 donation)
“God’s Promises”


